
From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, May 30, 2008 5:49 PM PT 

To: Hylton Strous 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'Adams, J. Phillip'; 'naidug@saclothing.co.za'; 

'yeatmanj@saclothing.co.za'; Cliff Benn; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of 

Finance; Cliff Benn; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African 

Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; 
Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Helen Zille - 

Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; 

South African Consulate General; South China Morning Post; Dad; Professor Rabbi 

Abner Weiss; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Jeffrey Malatskey CA-CPA - 

South Africa, Israel, Australia blah blah; Michael Awerbuch; Michael Kessel - former 

Headmaster of Carmel College, Durban, South Africa; Michael Strauss Esq. - 
International Monetary Fund; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; 

Michael Lombardi - FBI; Michelle Kube - Execuitve Producer, The Bill Handle Show 

KFI-AM 640 "More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic].; 

Sternshow@howardstern.com; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Molly H. Hubbard - 
Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law 

firm representing the House of Saud; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King 

Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review 

Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of 

Chase Manhattan Bank; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Howard 
Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Howard Katz; 

Shaun Tomson; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Estee Sery; 'eyaffa@skadden.com'; 

'abrams@skadden.com'; 'robert.sheehan@skadden.com'; 'rod.ward@skadden.com'; 

'john.ale@skadden.com'; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Rush Limbaugh; Tefo 

Mohapi; Augusto Benito Vargis; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran; Cuban Government; United States Justice Department; 
President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: A good time for peace - Out of ... INTELLIGENT - Part X - CLEAR, SHORT 

sent ence - To Be 

 

Hylton hi - to assist with making just3ants.com more understandable to people like 
Joanne and George Naidu try following along, and if you have any questions please 

direct them first to Skadden lawyer Adams J. Philip who has yet to respond to the 

knuckleball I sent him following his pitiful attempt to distance himself from 

Skadden‟s main client, De Beers and Co. 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/aphillip-understand.pdf 

 

Earlier, while relaxing here at our gallery-studio cliff house with my walkin-talkin-

work-of-art so beautifully French accented, gorgeous French-Canadian wife, 

dressing and undressing, trying on relatively old clothing that still fits her perfect 
clothes horse body both picture and touch perfect, I left a "thank you" voicemail on 

an AT&T supervisor's voicemail following one of AT&T‟s Japanese born American 

customer service ladies, who I believe goes by the name of Makita Matsuda doing 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/aphillip-understand.pdf


the most awesomely competent job in taking care of a problem I was having with 

our landline here at our cliff house perched atop the most beautiful but eroding 

cliffs of heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar.  
 

I, of course, had to a little "research" in getting this most excellent listener‟s name, 

just being a little tenacious, which is rather easy when you don‟t have to worry 

about bill collectors calling or not being able to make next month's mortgage or 

rent payment, worse yet if you are starving, haven‟t eaten a decent meal in a 
lifetime and worst of all dying of thirst which puts to shame those worrying about 

being maxed out on their credit cards charging some 29%; and of course it is the 

deficit needs that most of all trouble the vast majority benefitting from the so 

contrived oil wars that have the State of Israel so strategically placed by the victors 

of the previous two World Oil Wars, preventing those most of all who have already 

received notices of foreclosure and/or eviction on their residences, at the "end of 
their ropes" but then not at the point of committing suicide like those atop Masada 

some centuries back, not even bothering to think of who apart from the corrupt US 

Government dictated to for than a century by the De Beers Anglo American Cartel 

not just setup the nonsense lines in the sand demarcating its mostly Arab 

neighbors, but maintaining such utter nonsense. 
 

But you might not know this based on the company you keep that not all Jewish, 

Christian and Muslim people are stupid. 

 

In fact, I have yet to meet a single Chinese person who is stupid; but I have, I 
believe met pretty much all the rest of the world‟s stupid people including you, of 

course. 

 

Just because you had a smart father only meant you wouldn‟t feel as much at home 

living in a tree as much as chimpanzee? 

 
Besides for right now, did you ever think it strange that devout Christian Field 

Marshall Jan Smuts, second-in-command to Churchill during World Oil War II, and 

the only signatory to the peace treaties of WOW I and II, would be defeated in the 

South African General Election some 12 days following the official start of Israel‟s 

most brutal War of Independence on May 14th, 1948; moreover, to be defeated by 
a government at least as equally evil as the 3rd Reich; moreover such a United 

States of America‟s regime began immediately to institutionalize the heinous 

Apartheid Laws, that decided not only on the color of one‟s skin whether one would 

be a slave or master but the puffiness of one‟s hair; moreover, that the United 

States Government provided military weapons to such a regime; moreover, you will 
recall the most advanced United States weaponry used during the South African 

Angolan War of the mid 1970s, thanks to the CIA who also advanced greatly the 

Apartheid Regimes most macabre biological weapons program so closely resembling 

the “medical experiments” conducted by the United States Government‟s 3rd Reich‟s 

Regime? 
 

And just because you still mostly hang in South Africa you don‟t think for a minute 

that you are any better! 



 

Hit delete. 

 
Stay numb and dumb just like the rest on just3ants.com‟s “$ hit list” [sic]. 

 

It is important Hylton that you understand that while you and your cousin Henry 

Strous would prefer I don‟t expose how SACI accounting practice of "over and 

under invoicing" the purchase of fabric from overseas goes a long way in the De 
Beers-Anglo American Cartel able to keep you all so very quiet and why you don‟t 

have any courage whatsoever to comment on Edward Jay Epstein's The Diamond 

Invention that does nothing short of breed anti-Semitism since the reader is left 

thinking that this most devious cartel is run by a bunch of blood sucking Jewish 

bankers; again increasingly edgy EJE does not mention that all the heads of the 

DAAC, the mafia of mafia have all embraced Christianity, and without exception all 
buried in churches which only goes to show not only how very co-opted-corrupt you 

are but how very tough it was for people like David Ben Gurion to trust pretty much 

anyone who survived the Holocaust let alone those who were born afterwards like 

you and me and who attended Jewish day schools like Carmel College, Durban, 

South Africa that allowed open supporters of the South African Apartheid Regime 
aka the 3rd Reich's Southern Division to run "roughshod" not only over our 

teachers and headmasters but each and every one of the students which explains 

also today why it is that you all are increasingly quiet as mice, just grabbing, 

grabbing, grabbing, never thinking in a million years you would NOT be able to get 

away with your utter stupidity. 
 

For all I know Henry Strous whose mother, your aunt was killed and eaten by a lion 

in game reserve in Natal-Kwazulu South Africa could today be the Managing 

Director of South African Clothing Industries a rather large public corporation that 

my step-father Alan Zulman founded along with his best buddy Abe Dubin who 

along with an Israeli water polo team were all schtooping Alan's first wife, and this I 
WOULD ALSO KNOW. 

 

Again, below is a photo taken of Henry's younger brother Irwin, second from the 

left. 



 
 

Love to hear from you again. 

 
Ps - Say hello to your mom, Marcia who you recall is my godmother.  

 

Explain to her that even you, not the brightest Lily White Wheating Eating Jewish 

South African can understand how very brainwashed you are into believing that it is 

not “fitting and proper” to hang one‟s family‟s “dirty laundry” for all to see while the 
De Beers‟ Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters not only have all the goods 

on each one of us simply by finding one within our “inner circle” like our mutual 

very close buddy Derrick Beare who while much more “closed mouthed” than any of 

the rest of you would have on occasion after running in to one of these Black 

Hatters whether at an airport or simply in the lobby of an expensive hotel that he 

and his uncle Jonathan “Trouble Bubble” Beare would be entering, although most of 
the time the Black Hatters time it so their “target” is in a hurry, thinking that the 

Black Hatter is simply wanting money and never paying attention when dropping or 

pinning a miniature wireless microphone or something less complicated like a 

miniature recorder that picks up Derrick simple saying, “Yes, my uncle is fine”. 

 
You think I am “talking to wall”. 

 

Look at all those prayers and wishes not only Black Hatters write on small pieces of 

paper and stick in the crevices of the Western-Wailing Wall in Jerusalem. 

 
How extraordinarily “superstitious”, how fucking unbelievably NON-JEWISH these 

imbeciles who think their hypocrisy isn‟t monitored by a most jealous and vengeful 

and most of all smart god, just because someone like heavily corrupt Professor 

Rabbi Abner Weiss doesn‟t point out such heathen practice. 

 

Go look in the mirror right this instant and see the numb look on your face and 
know that your entire life hasn‟t been altogether a total waste of time, as you have 

done worse than simply take up space, for you serve as a very bright beacon to 

future generations of the Children of Israel. 



 

Thank you again for increasing the circle of those dependent upon my insight and 

analysis of the important events of the day. 
 

Nothing good comes out of exposing the truth if it happens to be the truth of your 

corruption but when you figure that most of the world are very poor and at the 

same time much happier than each one of you getting more than your fair share of 

the graft-spoils of oil wars, again just look at yourselves this very instant in the 
mirror and you will see what I mean, so you perfectly understand why I 

increasingly smile from ear to ear, so very much looking forward to seeing our 

Pypeetoe and Maggie again but in the meantime of course deriving great 

satisfaction seeing the corrupt fall into a heap of tears. 

 

You think for one minute the State of Israel needed a single penny in profit coming 
out of The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies in order that Israel receive both its 

weapon systems, or how about the profit from “under and over invoicing” kept by 

Abe Dubin in Swiss numbered bank accounts, portions of which were donated to 

members of both the Irgun and Haganah Jewish Underground movements when 

trying to break the very tight American led arms embargo both prior to and during 
Israel most brutal War of Independence? 

 

Only selfish, future shellfish, idiots would have got caught up in all this “fund 

raising” for Israel when people like David Ben Gurion and Field Marshall Jan Smuts 

knew that Hitler didn‟t need money when he was getting all the industrial diamonds 
he needed to not only build up one most extraordinary military machine that had 

the De Beers Allies “playing catch up” but to build those Concentration Camps that 

very smart David Ben Gurion and Co. made it their business not to dynamite, not 

even blow up a handful of token railway lines and thus compromise the main “battle 

plan” Ben Gurion and Co. planned to implement once World Oil War II came to an 

end and the real battle was set to begin and which included not only the total 
destruction of the State of Israel but taking “command and control” of South Africa 

sitting atop the world‟s richest mineral resources including uranium. 

 

And so long as Jewish people like your parents and Gunter “The Pig” Lazarus 

produced even bigger imbeciles, the more corrupt the better, the odds of Israel 
surviving to the point where it could tell their enemies the British-American 

governments to “go to hell” increased with each passing moment. 

 

Notice how the Arab media are beginning to praise the State of Israel. 

 
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1212041432454&pagename=JPost%2F

JPArticle%2FShowFull  

 

Ps – can you give me pricing on very soft cotton organic t-shirts that will have on 

the front: 
 

http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1212041432454&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1212041432454&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull


 
 
and on the back: 

 

 
 

Look at these drawings Marie just did. We like the one at the bottom, that is upside 

down. 

 

 
 

 

If you are not sure about anything check with Cliff Benn.  



 

BTW, I just came across a photo I took of his wife, Ronlynne when on a trip to 

South Africa with Derrick Beare, back I believe in mid-1989; 

 
Ronlynne, you may not remember, was just starting to work for SACI in 1980, 

thanks to our mother Zena, 79 today, and who helped raise Ronlynne and her 

younger brother following Ronlynne‟s mother, not exactly “abandoning” her two 

children when moving to the United States, leaving both children in the care of our 

mother and their father Ronnie who had very good reason to trust my mother.; not 
to mention their mother was a most beautiful Canadian who was a runner-up in the 

Miss World 1958 competition when Zena‟s one model Penny Coelen, an expert 

pistol shot, won the so coveted title that most of all allowed my Royal Mater-Mother 

to do that much more traveling without being so conspicuous; to mention little of 

me first introducing Ronlynne to Cliff when I was staying at Cliff‟s parents‟ house, 

just down the road from your parents home, following my “trials and tribulations” 
working for De Beers on 47th-Wall Street, the money laundering and intelligence 

capital of the world for this mafia of mafia. 

 

Interesting that Zena‟s father in September 1941, still age 40 would go to the 

trouble of changing both his first name and last name. 
 

 



 

Quite an awesome photograph of Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash taken at the Durban, 

South Africa racetrack. 

 
Where he was a “bookmaker” which “sum” [sic] would believe is how he made his 

one million English Pounds Sterling that he arrived with in his “back pocket” back in 

1947 at the very start of Israel‟s War of Independence November 1947-January 
1949. 

 

Below is a smaller photo of Al Ash. 

 
Can you name the two non-Jewish gentlemen beside him in both photos? I can‟t. 

 

Have you read Zena‟s, The Winking Cat that contains a “fictional” story about a 

“terrorist plot” involving the running of the July Handicap, the biggest horse race of 

the year in Durban, Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa?  
 

Below is photo taken in March 1948 of my mother, Zena, only child of Al Ash 

alongside my father Bernie, youngest son of Israel Issy Gevisser a founder and 

“control person” of The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies, as well owner of 



priceless land in Haifa harbor, Israel that you will recall had Zena when finding out 

telling us in her memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena” made this very cash rich 18 

year old with a very good figure and one most brilliant “figures” mind, just like her 
father, “rapidly feel at home in Israel”. 

 

 
As you know US South Africans and English place the day first, followed by the 

month and year. 

 
Below is Zena and Bernie on their wedding day, October 10th, 1948 when the war in 

Israel is still raging. 

 





 
Do you think it is important who paid for this not exactly inexpensive very well 

attended wedding 

 
Where the reception like many Jewish weddings in Durban, South Africa was held at 

the Durban Jewish club sitting atop rather valuable real estate so very close to the 

water‟s edge? 

 



Bear in mind that we are talking about a time period when the State of Israel is 

very much in its again, most brutal first war of survival and you will recall since you 

are still a Jewish South African Durbanite the expression, “If there was not a Black 
problem in South Africa there would be a Jewish problem”! 

 

You just can‟t help notice that fur coat draped over the chair as you feel somewhat 

comforted that you are not alone in collapsing in to a heap of tears. 

 
Quite an incredible sign for future “historians “did my cash multi-millionaire 

grandfather Al Ash and my grandpa Israel Issy Gevisser leave. 

 

Why bother talking even today when selfish bastard individuals such as you cannot 

“get it”? 

 
Al Ash and Issy Gevisser were both very brilliant business people who understood 

that this “family loyalty” thing never went any deeper amongst the members of the 

rich ruling elite than the size of their pocket books. 

 

You know perfectly well how you are not alone in sizing up someone first and 
foremost by how much money they have or you think they have before focusing on 

the “small talk” amongst others to find out more, and if not able to get money out 

of them directly to use the information you obtain from someone with my insight 

and analysis of the important events of the day to gain for yourself a competitive 

advantage. 
 

Ever recall hearing apart from now the expression, “From shirt sleeves to shirt 

sleeves in 3 generations”? 

 

So you are again distracted but not all that much because you are thinking you can 

still blame your miserable parents who in turn can blame their miserable parents 
but not for you having now chosen to be a more miserable, selfish person than 

them; bearing in mind you just have to compare how hard you in your civilian work 

clothes have to work say when compared to your butcher father Harry of Hasholom 

who I daresay is “klibing great nachas-deriving great satisfaction” from me taking 

you and all those who associate with you on one most Educational Light Journey. 
 

Welcome to yet another new and improved Gong Show, or better yet another of our 

Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshop. 

 

 Below is that awesome photo of the entire Badash-Ash family and my father, the 
date as important as the location, Lorenzo Marques/Maputo, Mozambique. 

 



 
Don‟t you just want to throw up, no strike that, vomit uncontrollably every time you 

hear repeatedly the expression, “Money doesn‟t grow on trees”? 

 
Below is a photo of me, my eldest brother Neil and our Allied Jewish Fighter-

Bomber-Pilot father Bernie eating a falafel in Israel, mostly likely taken in January 

1968. 

 

 
 

I thought it would serve to also remind you of the photo taken of me kneeling 

rather awkwardly aiming a semi-automatic rifle that you recall has my mother‟s 

words written at the top of the Polaroid, “Gary „in training‟ Jan 68.” 
 

Imagination is more important than knowledge – Einstein. 

 

There is, however, no substitute for continuously searching for Knowledge-truth 

unless your choice is to be numb and dumb like most of you. 
 



Below is photo of my mother who chose carefully my godmother, seated next to Dr. 

Ruth Westheimer 

 
who was a sniper for David Ben Gurion‟s Haganah. 
 

Do you think they only spoke about this “fair lady” 

 

 
My father met in Canne, France on his week off, February 8th-14th, 1945 after he 

and two of his pals from Squadron 101 on his 25th mission dive bombing the crap 
out of the De Beers Nazi bastards, “bombed wrong targets”. 

 

Note the wording my father placed in red lipstick in his logbook 

 
 

And if you look very carefully at his Air Force wings below, on the left you will see 

remnant of a red kiss mark 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Westheimer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Westheimer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Westheimer
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/missions-24-32.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Westheimer


 
Which were left either by Hughlette or this lady with a ? above her head. 

 

 
Below is a photo taken about 4 decades later showing my parents meeting up in 

France with Hughlette and her husband. 

 
Enough you say of my rather interesting parents who were so very closed lip with 

the rest of the disgusting Durban, South African Jewish community, your father of 

Hasholom, Harry Strous one of the very few exceptions, and may the Good Lord, 

rest his very gentile soul. 
 

Below is a photo taken of me, most likely by either Zena or my step-father Alan 

Zulman in the entrance to the King David Hotel, in the fall of 1989 



 
Come back to the letter along with “the hand to ward off the evil eye” trinket my 

mother sent me from the King David Hotel on July 24th, 2001 



 
within 3 months of writing her very craftily written memoirs which Zena began 
broadcasting via email on October 9th, 2001. 

 

Note the photo of Zena, age 19 on board the ship bringing her and her immediate 

family from England to South Africa in 1947. 



 
 
You haven‟t forgotten that conversation between Dr. Ruth and Zena while seated 

where you think? 

 

What else would Zena have mentioned assuming Dr. Ruth didn‟t know that the 

person who raised my mother, her paternal grandmother, Nechie Badash came 
from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland, as did Ben Gurion; 

Nechie Badash only returning from Tel-Aviv, Israel where this sole survivor of a 

pogrom that wiped out her entire immediate family, was an early resident of Tel-

Aviv? 

 
Below is Bernie “surfing up a storm” on a rock, very possibly Umchlanga Rocks, just 

north of Durban where Sol “Gambling Czar” Kersner first began building his hotel-

gaming empire, starting by mortgaging his parent‟s kosher hotel, Minora which is 

where Zena and her very cash rich immediate family first “set up shop” in Durban, 

after, however, spending some 2 weeks at Cape Town‟s top hotel, the 5 star Mt. 
Nelson nestled in the foothills of the most beautiful table mountain. 

 



 
You haven‟t forgotten this photo of me below 

 
That shows once again De Beers top Black Hatter, opposed to the State of Israel, 

his followers continuing to advance the causes of those such as the President of 

Iran hell bent on the total destruction of the State of Israel, promoting worthless-

fictitious De Beers-Dollars. 

 
Are you getting it? 

 

Do you not think Zena who “rapidly felt at home in Israel” when hearing that her 

future father-in-law Israel Issy Gevisser who didn‟t contribute a penny to her most 

lavish wedding owned priceless property in Haifa harbor, Israel, wouldn‟t have said 
to her father Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash born December 5th, 1889, the year the 

American financed Anglo Boer-Farmer War began, “Hey Dad, you know in 2003, 

President George W. Bush stopped playing golf because he thought it untoward to 

be playing such an elitist sport when American service people are dying on the vine 



in faraway places like Iraq and Afghanistan, so very important in fueling the 

ongoing oil-fuel-wars that fuel ongoing fuel-oil-wars?” 

 
Do you feel your whole world going upside down even though you know you are not 

alone? 

 

“TErrifc” [sic]! 

 
Now come back to Mother Earth. 

 

The Meek With TEETH Shall Inherit the earth. 

 

Now let‟s twist it a little. 

 
The Meek 

With Teeth 

Inherit 

Shall 

The Earth. 
 

E=mc²≈2 c mE. 

 

Manager Minute One-One Minute Manager 

 
www.EmanANDdog.COM≈moc.GODdnaNAME.www 

 

Do you know anyone on the Board of Directors of MasterCard? 

 

 
 

Do you also understand I could care less what you think or do so long as you 

choose to be quiet! 

 
Right now my so athletic, so flexible F-C wife is bending over trying to open the 

right front side window of our cliff house, now saying, “the thing keeps popping 

out” referring to a piece of loose metal that needs a simple tool to fix” all the while 

exposing one of her most exotic, skin toned, floral G-string underwear. 

 



Marie Dion Gevisser isn‟t very bothered right now given how the coolest fresh 

breeze is beginning to blast through our awesome gallery-studio home, perfect 

timing. 
 

Tomorrow, you may recall, a genuine steam engine from another era is going to be 

passing through and assuming enough of you are in favor of me videotaping what is 

going to be a most watched event, I will do my very best to have MDG positioned in 

front; just so long as no one emails her otherwise, her most used email address; 
mdg0013@yahoo.com. 

 

What do you think of the deep underground Jewish Underground who help keep the 

Mossad, the least De Beers infiltrated of the world‟s intelligence services honest, 

promoting a former “lawyer” of the Mossad to become the next head of the Mossad 

whose most senior members as well as Israeli Military Intelligence, kept very 
honest by the Mossad‟s Kidon assassination unit, haven‟t forgotten what exactly 

happened in US-Israel “relations” that has so many nincompoop Jewish people in 

particular around the world thinking the US-British Government is a “friend” of the 

fledging State of Israel who doesn‟t need to pay for either its own intelligence or 

weapons systems of the United States which is then shared with Israel‟s enemies; 
namely the corrupt US Government and Co. who do not represent the many great 

peoples of the United States of America, let alone the US‟ many nation victims 

throughout the rest of the world just only now waking up to how very easy, thanks 

to yours truly and Co., it is to follow the “money trail”. 

 
How well do you think Obama, Hilary or John McCain would “match up” when 

negotiating with so Mutik Tzipi Livni who parents, both members of the Irgun, born 

in Poland,  
 

   

better yet with De Beers‟ Hollywood Sharon Stone at their side wearing of course 

our Pope-Fish t-shirt design, 

mailto:mdg0013@yahoo.com
http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080529181705.e7m502xh&show_article=1


 
most likely on the back, with of course the words on the front: 
 

. 

 

I have promised my beyond belief highly intelligent wife who of course is today 

much more than my “backbone” or for that matter my “credibility” considering how 

I am mostly being told by my adversaries how very ugly I am which of course is 
very true when compared to Marie Dion Gevisser, but so what, other than if I don‟t 

help clean up the garage that even right now is more spotless than any garage I 

have ever seen, and don‟t let me tell you more about The IT‟s garage, I might find 

myself tonight sleeping on the far side of our king sized bed, which trust me is very 

upsetting considering, how very easy it is to do the right thing and the smart thing 
which is also the right thing; don‟t kick gift horses in the mouth! 

 

Please send all edits to help make this very heavily broadcasted communiqué more 

readable as well as comments, to Adam L. Tucker – adam@just3ants.com – 

including letting him know if you are bothered by having received multiple copies of 
this email. 

mailto:adam@just3ants.com
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